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(Â© 2008) The Subcommittee on the Catechism, United States Conference of Catholic Bishops,

has found that this catechetical high school text is in conformity with the Catechism of the Catholic

Church and fulfills the requirements of Core Course VI of the Doctrinal Elements of a Curriculum

Framework for the Development of Catechetical Materials for Young People of High School

Age.Your Life in Christ: Foundations of Catholic Morality focuses on the essential message of

Christ's moral teaching, the importance of love of God and neighbor. The text covers the major

points from the "Life in Christ" section of the Catechism of the Catholic Church, pulling together

these elements by developing nine essential steps for living a Christian moral life in the Catholic

tradition. These steps include:Understanding the nature of being human
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First to say, this is a developmental teaching textbook, which was selected for my son's 10th grade

Catholic school religion class, and as such it is a spot on perfect choice.It is highly accessible,

intelligent, well written, organized, honest, responsible and contemporary. It is not a book of

apologetics per-se, dogma or piety, rather, a very positive, complete, reader-engaging,

discussion-ready teaching of the factors that go into making good, informed, morally sound

decisions and evaluations. Pitfalls to the process are clearly addressed. It is based in solid,

educated Christian Catholic understanding of individual worth and Christ's teachings applied in real

life. It has remarkable wealth of example and quotes that inform the subject at hand, as well as good

scope and clear direction. It doesn't balk at taking up tough questions, and provides the means of



making decisions--and litmus tests for judging those decisions--while leaving the conclusions open

to the reader.In other words, it teaches (among other things)developing an informed conscience,

growing the confidence to stand one's ground having formed sound convictions, to apply good skills

in discerning good and fair laws, to choose good values and to live well in ones family and

community. It is absolutely excellent from a Catholic perspective, and likely many others. I have kept

a copy of the book for my use, and have given it as a gift to other parents, as a review of the moral

foundation of why we live as we do.As there is no product description, here is a generic one I found

at another book site:Your Life in Christ introduces high school students to the essential message of

Christian moral teaching,love of God and love of neighbor. Against this backdrop, students

encounter and explore Catholic teaching that applies the mandate to love in real-life scenarios and

situations. In a culture where moral relativism increasingly blurs distinctions between right and

wrong, students quickly see that this subject couldn't be more relevant. Students consider and study

such topics as conscience formation, law, Jesus as a moral guide, sin and forgiveness, respect for

life, and sexuality. 288 pages

Very comprehensive. Two yhumbs up

Good Condition, as described.

Great condition

Very satisfied

Excellent

Perfect

This book was purchased for a religion class in Catholic High School for my son. It came in good

condition and was just what he needed for the class in St. John The Baptist DHS. Would use this

site again for school books.
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